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How clinicians should address the use and abuse of analgesics in sport has been a focus of debate for many years. Concern for an athlete’s health and a desire to prevent unfair distortion of performance underlie any discussion of this issue. In 1967 the original IOC list of prohibited substances specifically identified ‘Narcotic Analgesics’ as being prohibited in sport. The 2017 WADA Prohibited List (List) mandates that ‘Narcotics’ and ‘Cannabinoids’ are prohibited ‘In-Competition’. More commonly used analgesics, including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, paracetamol, local anaesthetics, and some weak opioids such as tramadol and codeine are not prohibited. No well-defined boundary separates either the health risk or ergogenic potential of cannabinoids and narcotics versus the more commonly used analgesics.

Should more analgesics be added to the List or should narcotics and cannabis be removed? Is the use of pain medication doping? As defined by Article 2 of the World Anti-Doping Code (Code),1 doping is defined, inter alia, as the presence, use, possession or trafficking of a prohibited substance. This leads one to query: what are the key determinants for inclusion of a substance on the List? The Code criteria for the prohibition of a substance require consideration of the potential for, or enhancement of, sport performance, but also the potential for, or actual, health risk, and whether use constitutes a violation of the ‘spirit of sport’—the concept of fair, ethical and respectful competition.

The List is a living document subject to continual review and modifications. Additions and deletions are made following extensive stakeholder input and expert deliberation. In considering changes, however, one must recognise the dearth of clear scientific evidence regarding the ergogenicity or health risks associated with the use of a particular substance in specific athlete populations. The List transcends sports and borders, bringing benefits of a global harmonisation of rules, yet creating other challenges; differing medical practices, diverse cultural perspectives and sport attitudes must presently be accommodated within a single List.

Evidence suggests that the currently prohibited narcotic analgesics (opioids) and cannabinoids are not ergogenic and in fact are ergolytic.2 Both may be prescribed medically for pain management, yet both may be obtained illegally and carry potentially serious health risks, including addiction. However their health risk relative to other analgesics has never been assessed in a rigorous, scientific manner.

While no athlete should risk short-term or long-term health consequences by carelessly returning to competition, the reality is that calculated risk-taking behaviour that dances at the edge of injury is often celebrated. In certain situations, it could be acceptable for physicians to manage their athletes’ pain to allow achievement of their sporting goals. It is interesting to note that one of the most effective methods of masking pain from (localised) injury is by injection of a local anaesthetic. This intervention has resulted in fairly little controversy in the world of sports as long as the athlete has been fully apprised of the risks and the use is carefully considered.

Opioid use however remains a controversial subject: some regions of the world are gripped in epidemics of opioid abuse; others still suffer from a lack of availability of these medications for appropriate medical usage. Although low potency opiates such as codeine and tramadol are not included in the List, these medications may nevertheless occasionally be the subject of abuse. WADA monitoring of urine samples has identified elevated tramadol prevalence in certain sport settings, notably cycling. Yet most stakeholders across a wide range of sports have been quite clear in expressing the view that these medications should remain among the physician’s therapeutic options. Indeed, there is a strong argument that all opioids and cannabinoids should be at the physician’s disposal, but the window for using these substances in elite athletes is extremely narrow. In the rare scenario where an opioid might be contemplated because of the unique circumstances of the competition, the primary decision is whether the medication is safe, given its potential neuropsychiatric side effects that could lead to impaired decision-making or coordination. Although the Therapeutic Use Exemption process could allow the in-competition use of prohibited analgesics for medical reasons, the application of this rigorous process is challenging for applicants due to short-term prescribing patterns and lack of objective criteria for diagnosing pain.

There are varying and often passionate views on the role that the anti-doping mechanism should play in regulating opioids and cannabinoids. Some would suggest that the social use of drugs might better be addressed by a ‘Code of Conduct’ approach in which non-punitive substance abuse counselling and treatment strategies would be employed. Others argue that the use of cannabinoids and opioids is a wholly unacceptable behaviour in the sport setting and/or potentially so dangerous that every effort should be taken to prevent their use, and thus drug testing of athletes and strict anti-doping sanctioning should continue.

The IOC Consensus Paper focuses on an approach that is grounded in the principles and best practices guiding pain management in the sport setting. The sacred trust in the athlete–physician relationship must encompass risk analysis, informed consent and the overall well-being of the patient/athlete. Any less would be to render a profound disservice to our athlete-patients—and to sport.
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